Magical Mapping Project
This term, your homework is all about maps! You will need to think Amount of
about how things look from above and maybe use symbols and a
help given
key to help others understand them. Please complete all of these
activities in your brain builder book, using one double page for
each task. If you get stuck, do come and ask! Do have fun!
Task 1 (w/b 10th Sept)
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Aerial viewpoint
How do things look from above? Choose some
objects in your house and draw them as if you
were a bird flying over them. What would you
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see? Can your family guess what they are?
th

Task 2 (w/b 17 Sept)

A plan of your bedroom
Draw a plan of your bedroom. Don’t forget to
include things which are tricky to draw from above
– like windows! Try using a key to explain what
things are.

Task 3 (w/b 24th Sept)

A compass rose
Draw and decorate a compass rose. You could
make one out of junk which moves.
Can you think of a rhyme to help you remember
the compass points?
(like Never Eat Shredded Wheat).

Task 4 (w/b 1st Oct)

Draw a route
Make a map of a route you do regularly.
It could be your trip from your home to see a
grandparent or to the supermarket or school.
Include landmarks along the way.

Task 5 (w/b 8th Oct)

Draw a map of Barefoot Island
Draw round your foot to make a shape. Turn it into
an imaginary island. Use squared paper (We will
give you this). Can you locate the places using a
simple grid reference (eg ‘The pond is at A5).

Task 6 (w/b 15th Oct)

Complete your project
Finish off your project and bring it in to school so
that we can all admire your mapping skills!
There will be prizes all completed projects!

